
From: White, John
Sent: Tuesday, January 20, 2009 7:48 PM
To: Dye, Dave; Paananen, Ron; Stone, Craig
Cc: Reilly, John; Grotefendt, Amy (Consultant)
Subject: Re: Update items
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Oh yeah, so as you know, the 'want to build a bored tunnel' crowd are coming out of the woodwork, with briefings 
starting this week. Would like to limit who engages the interested industry parties at the front end to ensure 
consistency in message prior to having a more evolved plan that has some executive concurrence. 
 
Herrenknecht, who potentially could be the only firm playing in the 50+ TBM game, want to visit next Thurs the 
29th as they swing through town. Please let me know if you would like to attend, this is strictly an initial 
introduction that they requested. My hope is to establish basic communication lines while at the Underground 
Construction Association conference next week, where many key players will be present.  
 
John  

From: White, John  
To: Dye, Dave; Paananen, Ron; Stone, Craig  
Cc: Reilly, John; Grotefendt, Amy (Consultant)  
Sent: Tue Jan 20 19:32:52 2009 
Subject: Update items  

Just wanted to provide a status report on various activities. First, attached are a couple summary documents 
capturing initial thoughts on oversight and advisory structure. There is an accompanying list of candidates for 
roles on the technical and strategic advisory committees, we hope to have that to you tomorrow (John R is doing 
some final vetting). 
 
We are working on a new boiler plate PPT, including some slides specific to leg hearing needs. I will call to 
discuss expectations to make sure we are aligned, so far we are keeping it lean and focused on messages from 
the folio along with some additional cost info and key points from the tunnel one pagers we are working on. 
 
Speaking of those, the tunnel ones and most others are in motion, but needing more work still. Transportation 
peeformance remains a challenge, as we did not model a scenario that matches the current proposal, which begs 
getting modeling going at the front end of this effort, once we figure out the northend configuration. 
 
Speaking of the northend, and other areas of City interest, we had an enlightening meeting with Chandler and 
Brown where they decribed their view of what is 'in' the EIS, and needless to say we aren't exactly on the same 
page. This should be item number 1 for next Monday's enviro strategy meeting. 
 
Speaking of that meeting, we will have draft materials to you by COB Thurs, along with some key points from the 
City discussion. Well attended brown bag today, Linea and Bob made it and are now engaged in the 'what it will 
take' discussion. AGO discussion tomorrow. 
 
John 

From: Greco, Theresa  
To: White, John; Preedy, Matt  
Sent: Tue Jan 20 17:42:43 2009 
Subject: Description of the Bored Tunnel Advisory Teams 1-20-09.doc  



Attached is the last revision of the Bored Tunnel Advisory Teams for your review and distribution to Ron, Craig 
and Dave. 
  
Take care. 
  
Theresa 
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